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smoke, and the destruction of the day that will
I Survived the Bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941 (I

live in infamy?

Survived #4) Lauren Tarshis 2011-10-01 70 years

Shark Attack!: Bethany Hamilton's Story Blake

later, the bombing of Pearl Harbor comes to life

Hoena 2021-08-01 After she lost her arm in a

for a new generation of readers!History's most

shark attack, many were unsure whether Bethany

terrifying moments are brought vividly to life in the

Hamilton would ever surf again. But she set their

action-packed fictional I SURVIVED series! Do

fears to rest when she got back on her board

you have what it takes to survive ... the bombing

only a few weeks later! Through detailed

of Pearl Harbor?Eleven-year-old Danny Crane is

illustrations and engaging dialogue, this inspiring

alone on his favorite beach in Hawaii when the

graphic nonfiction title tells the true story of the

world is torn apart and World War II officially hits

attack, from the shark’s first contact to Bethany’s

the United States. Does he have what it takes to

return to the water. Actual quotes let Bethany tell

find his way home in the midst of the bombs, the

the story in her own words, while a map and
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timeline add context to the incident.

Lauren Tarshis 2012 When Lucas decides to skip

Jersey Shore Shark Attacks of 1916 Virginia

school because he wants to discuss football with

Loh-Hagan 2021 Would you have survived the

a firefighter friend of his father, he finds himself

shark attacks of 1916? Make decisions and tally

caught up in the terrorist attacks on New York

your score to find out. Written at a lower reading

City.

level with considerate text, these high maturity

I Survived the Great Chicago Fire, 1871 (I

books are sure to grab struggling readers as they

Survived #11) Lauren Tarshis 2015-02-24 Could

engage and play along. Also includes a table of

an entire city really burn to the ground?

contents, glossary, index, author biography,

Sharks 1990 A look at sharks describes their

sidebars, educational matter, and activities.

habits, habitat, the acuteness of their senses, and

I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 (I Survived

human encounters with sharks, including the

#2) Lauren Tarshis 2011-10-01 Based on true

notorious Shark Arm Case. Reprint.

events! It's the summer of 1916 and the Jersey

I Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944: A Graphic

shore is being terrorized by a Great White shark.

Novel (I Survived Graphic Novel #3) Lauren

Can 10-year-old Chet and his friends survive a

Tarshis 2021-02-02 A beautifully rendered graphic

swim in the local creek?In the summer of 1916,

novel adaptation of Lauren Tarshis's bestselling I

ten year-old Chet Roscow is captivated by the

Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944, with text

local news: a Great White shark has been

adapted by Georgia Ball and art by Álvaro

attacking and killing people up and down the

Sarraseca. It's been years since the Nazis

Atlantic Coast, not far from Chet's hometown of

invaded Max Rosen's home country of Poland. All

Springfield, New Jersey.Then one day, swimming

the Jewish people, including Max's family, have

with his friends, Chet sees something in the

been forced to live in a ghetto. At least Max and

water. . .

his sister, Zena, had Papa with them . . . until two

How to Survive as a Shark Kristen Foote 2017 An

months ago, when the Nazis took him away. Now

adult shark shows four baby sharks how to hunt

Max and Zena are on their own. One day, with

using all six senses, why they can never stop

barely enough food to survive, the siblings make

moving, and what the most dangerous threat to

a daring escape from Nazi soldiers into the

them is. Includes fun facts, a Glossary of

nearby forest. They are found by Jewish

important terms, and photos of real great white

resistance fighters, who take them to a safe

sharks. Full color.

camp. But soon, grenades are falling all around

I Survived the Attacks of September 11, 2001

them. Can Max and Zena survive the fallout of
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the Nazi invasion? With art by Álvaro Sarraseca

about it. So when Chet sees something in the

and text adapted by Georgia Ball, Lauren

creek, he's sure it's his imagination...until he

Tarshis's New York Times bestselling I Survived

comes face-to-face with a bloodthirsty shark

series takes on vivid new life in this explosive

Lauren Tarshis's New York Times bestselling I

graphic novel edition. Includes nonfiction back

Survived series takes on vivid new life in full-color

matter with historical photos and facts about

graphic novel editions. Perfect for readers who

World War II and the Holocaust. Perfect for

prefer the graphic novel format, or for existing

readers who prefer the graphic novel format, or

fans of the I Survived chapter book series, these

for existing fans of the I Survived chapter book

graphic novels combine historical facts with high-

series, I Survived graphic novels combine

action storytelling that's sure to keep any reader

historical facts with high-action storytelling that's

turning the pages.

sure to keep any reader turning the pages.

I Survived the Attack of the Grizzlies, 1967 (I

I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 Lauren

Survived #17) Lauren Tarshis 2018-09-25 New

Tarshis 2010-09-01 In July, 1916, Chet Roscow is

York Times bestselling author Lauren Tarshis

fascinated by news accounts of the great white

tackles the historic grizzly bear attacks in Glacier

shark said to be attacking people along the New

National Park in this latest installment of the

Jersey shore not far from his home, but when he

groundbreaking I Survived series. No grizzly has

goes swimming in Matawan Creek he discovers

ever killed a human in Glacier before . . . until

the truth of the stories.

tonight. Eleven-year-old Melody Vega and her

I Survived The Shark Attacks of 1916 Lauren

family come to Glacier National Park every year,

Tarshis 2020-06-02 A thrilling graphic novel

and it's always been a place where she can

adaptation of Lauren Tarshis's bestselling I

forget her troubles. But this year is different. With

Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 Chet Roscow

Mom gone, every moment in the park is a

is finally feeling at home in Elm Hills, New Jersey.

heartbreaking reminder of the past.Then Mel

He has a job with his uncle Jerry at the local

comes face-to-face with the mighty grizzly. Now

diner, three great friends, and the perfect

her only thought is one of survival. Mel will soon

summertime destination: cool, refreshing

be a part of one of the most tragic seasons in the

Matawan Creek. But Chet's summer is interrupted

history of America's national parks - a summer of

by shocking news. A great white shark has been

terror that will forever change ideas about how

attacking swimmers along the Jersey shore, not

grizzlies and humans can exist together in the

far from Elm Hills. Everyone in town is talking

wild.
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Bethany Hamilton Amy Van Zee 2016-01-01

combine historical facts with high-action

Learn the remarkable story of Bethany Hamilton,

storytelling that's sure to keep any reader turning

a young woman who survived a shark attack and

the pages. Includes a nonfiction section at the

continued her dream to surf. Additional features

back with historical photos and facts about the

to aid comprehension include a table of contents,

real-life shark attacks.

fact-filled captions and sidebars, a glossary,

I Survived the American Revolution, 1776 (I

sources for further research, a listing of source

Survived #15) Lauren Tarshis 2017-08-29

notes, and an introduction to the author.

Bestselling author Lauren Tarshis tackles the

I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916: A Graphic

American Revolution in this latest installment of

Novel (I Survived Graphic Novel #2) Lauren

the groundbreaking, New York Times bestselling I

Tarshis 2020-06-02 A thrilling graphic novel

Survived series.

adaptation of Lauren Tarshis's bestselling I

Surviving History (Set) Virginia Loh-Hagan 2021

Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916,with text

Would you have survived aboard the Titanic?

adapted by Georgia Ball and art by Haus Studio!

What about lost in the pyramids of Ancient

Chet Roscow is finally feeling at home in his

Egypt? Read the books in the Surviving History

uncle's little New Jersey town. He has three new

series and tally up your score to find out! While

friends, and they love cooling off in the creek on

flipping through, learn wild facts and survival tips.

hot summer days. But then comes shocking

Written at a lower reading level with considerate

news: A massive shark has been attacking

text, these high maturity books are sure to grab

swimmers in the ocean along the Jersey Shore,

struggling readers as they engage and play

not far from where Chet is staying. Fear is in the

along. Also includes a table of contents, glossary,

air. So when Chet spots a gray fin in the creek,

index, author biography, sidebars, educational

he's sure it's his imagination running wild. It's

matter, and activities.

impossible he's about to come face-to-face with a

I Survived the Battle of D-Day, 1944 (I Survived

killer shark... right? Based on the real life events

#18) Lauren Tarshis 2019-01-29 This installment

of the Jersey Shore shark attacks of 1916, this

in the New York Times bestselling I Survived

graphic novel brings Lauren Tarshis's New York

series from Lauren Tarshis shines a spotlight on

Times bestselling I Survived series to vivid life.

the Normandy landings, just in time for the 75th

Perfect for readers who prefer the graphic novel

anniversary of D-Day!

format, or for existing fans of the I Survived

Close to Shore Michael Capuzzo 2001 As the idle

chapter book series, these graphic novels

rich thronged the palatial hotels of the Jersey
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Shore in the summer of 1916, America was at its

real-life stories about: The pigeon hero of World

most self-confident. But the world's first industrial

War I Two captured dolphins and the hero who

superpower was about to receive a series of

helped them return to the sea 20,000 penguins

terrifying shocks. Sharks, it was believed, were

saved from an oil spill disaster Two orphaned

simply not man-eaters, so when a lone Great

cheetahs and their unlikely new dad This fourth

White shark, driven inshore by freak climatic

book in the I Survived True Stories series is

conditions, began to develop a taste for human

perfect for fans of the I Survived novels or

flesh, America went into total denial. Only after

anyone who loves stories about animals beating

the most horrific attacks was the truth admitted -

the odds. It's a great choice for reading alongside

and an unprecedented national frenzy forced

I Survived the Battle of D-Day, 1944, which

President Woodrow Wilson to mobilize the US

features a carrier pigeon character.

Navy in an attempt to put nature back in its place.

I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 Lauren

Combining biology, history and adventure, this is

Tarshis 2021 Chet Roscow is finally feeling at

the first book on the events that pitted 20th-

home in Elm Hills, New Jersey. But Chet's

century technology against an ancient, mythic

summer is interrupted by shocking news. A great

enemy and became the model for Peter

white shark has been attacking swimmers along

Benchley's Jaws.

the Jersey shore, not far from Elm Hills. So when

Courageous Creatures (I Survived True Stories

Chet sees something in the creek, he's sure it's

#4) Lauren Tarshis 2021-11-02 Lauren Tarshis's

his imagination... until he comes face-to-face with

New York Times bestselling I Survived series tells

a bloodthirsty shark!

tales of brave kids who survive harrowing events.

I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 (Graphic

Now, Lauren Tarshis tells the true stories of

Novel) Lauren Tarshis 2020-06-02 Chet Roscow

several animals who face challenges of their own

has a job with his uncle Jerry at the local diner,

and the humans who help them survive.

three great friends, and the perfect summertime

ANIMALS. SURVIVORS. HEROES. The author of

destination: Matawan Creek. But Chet's summer

the New York Times bestselling I Survived series

is interrupted by shocking news that a great white

shares four thrilling true stories of animals who

shark has been attacking swimmers along th

have faced disaster—and come through. You’ll

I Survived Lauren Tarshis 2020 In a Jewish

meet courageous animals and also inspiring

ghetto, Max Rosen and his sister, Zena, struggle

humans who show how we can help protect the

to live after their father is taken away by the

creatures who share our precious Earth. Includes

Nazis. With barely enough food to survive, the
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siblings make a daring escape from Nazi soldiers

midnight on March 1, a lightning storm struck the

into the nearby forest. Max and Zena are brought

mountain, sending a ten-foot-high wave of snow

to a safe camp by Jewish resistance fighters. But

barreling down the mountain. The trains tumbled

soon, bombs are falling all around them. Can Max

150 feet. 96 people were dead. The Wellington

and Zena survive the fallout of the Nazi invasion?

avalanche forever changed railroad engineering.

I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 Lauren

New York Times bestselling author Lauren

Tarshis 2010 In July, 1916, Chet Roscow is

Tarshis tells the tale of one girl who survived,

fascinated by news accounts of the great white

emerging from the snow forever changed herself.

shark said to be attacking people along the New

I Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944 (I Survived

Jersey shore not far from his home, but when he

#9) Lauren Tarshis 2014-02-25 One of the

goes swimming in Matawan Creek he discovers

darkest periods in history...

the truth of the stories.

I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 Lauren

How to Survive an Animal Attack Marne Ventura

Tarshis 2010 In July, 1916, Chet Roscow is

2015-08-01 Learn how people avoid and

fascinated by news accounts of the great white

overcome dangerous animal situations to survive.

shark said to be attacking people along the New

I Survived the Wellington Avalanche, 1910 (I

Jersey shore not far from his home, but when he

Survived #22) Lauren Tarshis 2022-11 The

goes swimming in Matawan Creek he discovers

Wellington snow slide of 1910 was--and still is--

the truth of the stories.

the deadliest avalanche in America's history.

I Survived the Hindenburg Disaster, 1937 (I

Lauren Tarshis's story of one child surviving the

Survived #13) Lauren Tarshis 2016-02-23 New

frozen nightmare pounds with page-turning action

York Times bestselling author Lauren Tarshis

and heartwarming hope. The snow came down

provides a birds-eye view of one of America's

faster than train crews could clear the tracks,

most ghastly accidents ever be captured on film,

piling up in drifts 20 feet high. At the Wellington

the Hindenburg Disaster of 1937.

train depot in the Cascade Mountains, two trains

Jaws Peter Benchley 1999

sat stranded, blocked in by snow slides to the

Emma-Jean Lazarus Fell Out of a Tree Lauren

east and west. Some passengers braved the

Tarshis 2008 A quirky and utterly logical seventh-

storm to hike off the mountain, but many had no

grade girl named Emma-Jean Lazarus discovers

choice but to wait out the storm. But the storm

some interesting results when she gets involved

didn't stop. One day passed, then two, three . . .

in the messy everyday problems of her peers.

six days. The snow turned to rain. Then, just after

I Survived the Galveston Hurricane, 1900 (I
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Survived #21) Lauren Tarshis 2021-09-07 More

Bull Shark Attack Lisa Owings 2011-08-01 You

than a century later, the Galveston Hurricane of

may think you're safe from a shark attack if you

1900 is still America's deadliest disaster. Lauren

stay out of the ocean...but you're not! There's a

Tarshis's story of one child surviving the horrible

shark that can lurk in rivers as well as the sea; a

event churns with page-turning action and bold

shark known for beginning its attack with a head-

hope. The city of Galveston, Texas, was

butt. Beware the bull shark!

booming. Perched on an island off the southern

I Survived: Ten Thrilling Books (Ten-Book Set)

coast of Texas, Galveston had been founded in

Lauren Tarshis 2021-02-02 History's most exciting

the 1830s. By 1900, it was Texas's richest and

and terrifying events come to life in these ten

most important city. Boats loaded up with

books in the New York Times bestselling I

American cotton and wheat steamed from

Survived series. When disaster strikes, heroes

Galveston to countries around the world. Arriving

are made. This collection of ten books in the

ships were crowded with immigrants. The streets,

bestselling I Survived series from author Lauren

paved with crushed oyster shells, sparkled like

Tarshis includes: I Survived the Sinking of the

they'd been sprinkled with diamonds True, this

Titanic, 1912; I Survived the Shark Attacks of

glittering city was prone to flooding. But just a few

1916 I Survived the Attacks of September 11,

years before, a weather forecaster had said the

2001 I Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944 I

idea of a hurricane striking Galveston was

Survived the Bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941 I

absurd. So when a storm started brewing on

Survived the Battle of Gettysburg, 1863I Survived

September 8, 1900, no one believed it would be

the Destruction of Pompeii, AD 79 I Survived

any worse than previous storms. They gathered

Hurricane Katrina, 2005 I Survived the San

on the beach to cheer on the wild waves. But

Francisco Earthquake, 1906 I Survived the

what started as entertainment soon turned into a

Japanese Tsunami, 2011 With relatable

nightmare as those wild waves crashed into the

characters and riveting plotlines, the I Survived

city. By morning, hundreds of homes were

books are perfect for reluctant readers or any

destroyed. Eight thousand people were dead. The

young reader who enjoys an action packed, page

city had all but disappeared. In this thrilling

turning thriller. Each book also contains several

installment of Lauren Tarshis's New York Times

pages of nonfiction content, encouraging readers

bestselling I Survived series, one child finds

to further explore the historical topic. When

safety only to head back into the treacherous

disaster strikes, heroes are made. This collection

waters to make sure his neighbors are safe.

of ten books in the bestselling I Survived series
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from author Lauren Tarshis includes: I Survived

before. Can he survive this nightmare? With art

the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912; I Survived the

by Haus Studio and text adapted by Georgia Ball,

Shark Attacks of 1916 I Survived the Attacks of

Lauren Tarshis's New York Times bestselling I

September 11, 2001 I Survived the Nazi Invasion,

Survived series takes on vivid new life in this bold

1944 I Survived the Bombing of Pearl Harbor,

graphic novel edition. Includes nonfiction back

1941 I Survived the Battle of Gettysburg, 1863I

matter with facts and historical photos of the real-

Survived the Destruction of Pompeii, AD 79 I

life Titanic disaster. Perfect for readers who prefer

Survived Hurricane Katrina, 2005 I Survived the

the graphic novel format, or for existing fans of

San Francisco Earthquake, 1906 I Survived the

the I Survived chapter book series, I Survived

Japanese Tsunami, 2011 With relatable

graphic novels combine historical facts with high-

characters and riveting plotlines, the I Survived

action storytelling that's sure to keep any reader

books are perfect for reluctant readers or any

turning the pages.

young reader who enjoys an action packed, page

Close to Shore Michael Capuzzo 2002-06-25

turning thriller. Each book also contains several

Combining rich historical detail and a harrowing,

pages of nonfiction content, encouraging readers

pulse-pounding narrative, Close to Shore

to further explore the historical topic.

brilliantly re-creates the summer of 1916, when a

I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912: A

rogue Great White shark attacked swimmers

Graphic Novel (I Survived Graphic Novel #1)

along the New Jersey shore, triggering mass

Lauren Tarshis 2020-02-04 A thrilling graphic

hysteria and launching the most extensive shark

novel adaptation of Lauren Tarshis's bestselling I

hunt in history. In July 1916 a lone Great White

Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912, with

left its usual deep-ocean habitat and headed in

text adapted by Georgia Ball and art by Haus

the direction of the New Jersey shoreline. There,

Studio George Calder must be the luckiest kid

near the towns of Beach Haven and Spring Lake-

alive - he and his little sister, Phoebe, are sailing

-and, incredibly, a farming community eleven

with their aunt on the Titanic, the greatest ship

miles inland--the most ferocious and

ever built! George can't resist exploring every

unpredictable of predators began a deadly

inch of the incredible boat, even if it gets him into

rampage: the first shark attacks on swimmers in

trouble. But one night while George is off

U.S. history. Capuzzo interweaves a vivid portrait

exploring, a terrible boom shakes the entire boat.

of the era and meticulously drawn characters with

Soon the impossible is happening: The Titanic is

chilling accounts of the shark's five attacks and

sinking. George has always gotten out of trouble

the frenzied hunt that ensued. From the
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unnerving inevitability of the first attack on the

the famous Titanic, crossing the ocean with their

esteemed son of a prosperous Philadelphia

Aunt Daisy. The ship is full of exciting places to

physician to the spine-tingling moment when a

explore, but when George ventures into the first

farm boy swimming in Matawan Creek feels the

class storage cabin, a terrible boom shakes the

sandpaper-like skin of the passing shark, Close to

entire boat. Suddenly, water is everywhere, and

Shore is an undeniably gripping saga.

George's life changes forever. Lauren Tarshis

Heightening the drama are stories of the resulting

brings history's most exciting and terrifying events

panic in the citizenry, press and politicians, and of

to life in this New York Times bestselling series.

colorful personalities such as Herman Oelrichs, a

Readers will be transported by stories of amazing

flamboyant millionaire who made a bet that a

kids and how they survived!

shark was no match for a man (and set out to

I Survived the Eruption of Mount St. Helens,

prove it); Museum of Natural History ichthyologist

1980 (I Survived #14) Lauren Tarshis

John Treadwell Nichols, faced with the challenge

2016-08-30 The mountain exploded with the

of stopping a mythic sea creature about which

power of ten million tons of dynamite...

little was known; and, most memorable, the rogue

Emma-Jean Lazarus Fell In Love Lauren Tarshis

Great White itself moving through a world that

2009-05-14 A heartwarming story from the author

couldn't conceive of either its destructive power or

of the I Survived series The endearing, if not

its moral right to destroy. Scrupulously

quirky, Emma-Jean Lazarus is back in the

researched and superbly written, Close to Shore

companion to Emma-Jean Lazarus Fell Out of a

brings to life a breathtaking, pivotal moment in

Tree. When Emma-Jean thinks about asking Will

American history. Masterfully written and suffused

Keeler to the Spring Fling dance, she gets a

with fascinating period detail and insights into the

fluttering feeling in her heart. What would

science and behavior of sharks, Close to Shore

someone like Will say to someone like Emma-

recounts a breathtaking, pivotal moment in

Jean? After all, Emma-Jean is a little—different.

American history with startling immediacy.

Meanwhile, Emma-Jean's best friend, Colleen,

I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 (I

has a secret admirer. With the Spring Fling just

Survived #1) Lauren Tarshis 2011-10-01 The

days away, she asks Emma-Jean to figure out

most terrifying events in history are brought

who he is so maybe then Colleen could ask him

vividly to life in this New York Times bestselling

to the dance. It's a perfect plan. But what Emma-

series! Ten-year-old George Calder can't believe

Jean discovers could have consequences for

his luck -- he and his little sister, Phoebe, are on

everyone?.
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Nature Attacks! (I Survived True Stories #2)

make it easy to forget her real-world troubles. But

Lauren Tarshis 2015-09-29 REAL KIDS. REAL

this year is different. With Mom gone, every

DISASTERS. The author of the New York Times-

moment in the park is a reminder of the past.

bestselling I Survived series brings us more

Then Mel comes face-to-face with a mighty

harrowing true stories of real kids up against

grizzly. She knows basic bear safety: Don't turn

terrible forces of nature. From fourteen-year-old

your back. Don't make any sudden movements.

lone survivor of the shark attacks of 1916, to

And most importantly: Don't run. That last one is

nine-year-old who survived the Peshtigo fire of

the hardest for Mel; she's been running from her

1871 (which took place on the very same day in

problems all her life. If she wants to survive

history as the Great Chicago Fire!), here are four

tonight, she'll have to find the courage to face her

unforgettable survivors who managed to beat the

fear. Based on the real-life grizzly attacks of

odds. Read their incredible stories: The Deadly

1967, this bold graphic novel tells the story of one

Shark Attacks of 1916 The Great Peshtigo Fire of

of the most tragic seasons in the history of

1871 A Venomous Box Jellyfish Attack The

America's national parks — a summer of terror

Eruption of Mount Tambora

that forever changed ideas about how grizzlies

I Survived the Attack of the Grizzlies, 1967: A

and humans can exist together in the wild.

Graphic Novel (I Survived Graphic Novel #5)

Lauren Tarshis's New York Times bestselling I

Lauren Tarshis 2022-05-03 A gripping graphic

Survived series comes to vivid life in graphic

novel adaptation of Lauren Tarshis's bestselling I

novel editions. Perfect for readers who prefer the

Survived the Attack of The Grizzlies, 1967, with

graphic novel format, or for existing fans of the I

text adapted by Georgia Ball. No grizzly has ever

Survived chapter book series, these graphic

killed a human in Glacier National Park before...

novels combine historical facts with high-action

until tonight. Eleven-year-old Melody Vega and

storytelling that's sure to keep any reader turning

her family come to Glacier every year. Mel loves

the pages. Includes a nonfiction section at the

it here — the beautiful landscapes and wildlife

back with facts and photos about the real-life
event.
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